
RED TACTON

RedTacton is a Human Area Networking technology/Wireless Network, which is developed by Robin Gaur Jind, that
uses the surface of the human body as a safe, high speed network transmission path. It is completely distinct from
wireless and infrared technologies as it uses the minute.

Updating of information becomes so easy. Conductors and dielectrics may also be used in combination. The
chips which will be embedded in various devices contain transmitter and receiver built to send and accept data
in digital format. References Discuss. Red Tacton is a new Human Area networking technology that uses the
surface of the human body as a safe, high speed network transmission path. New behavior patterns Tables,
walls, floors and chairs can all act as conductors and dielectrics, turning furniture and other architectural
elements into a new class of transmission medium. Too costly. With the electric amperage method, a clear
signal line and the ground line are required. Information spreading is low as there is no effort to reach
everyone who is a member. In this seminar I will talk about Red Tacton, how it works, its application to
various fields, obstacles and compare it to other networking technologies. The design of this application is
highly justifiable as it tries to resolve the constraints of the existing system. The first step in trying to apply
Red Tacton would be to develop a device that can be used to determine blood sugar level and display that
information on an easy-to-read device to the patient. Police no longer have to fear that their guns will be taken
from them in a scuffle and used against them. In future , where man is destined to reach new heights of
technology ,a trend like RedTacton is likely to direct him in the right direction giving him hope and
motivation than any other technology man is able to perceives on the human centered interaction. Red Tacton
uses the minute electric field generated by human body as medium for transmitting the data. Marketing
applications When a consumer stands in front of an advertising panel, advertising and information matching
his or her attributes is automatically displayed. By touching or standing in front of items they are interested in,
consumers can get more in-depth information. Consumer Applications One important critical success factor in
the Consumer applications arena is that RedTacton must obtain widespread adoption in order for it to be
useful and profitable. To relate this to the context of the relational database, the data model is used to design
the queries that will access and perform the operations on those tables. Intuitive operation of personal
information Communication is triggered by totally natural human actions and behavior, so there is no need to
insert smart cards, connect cables, tune frequencies, or any of the other inconveniences usually associated with
today's electronic devices. IIS Internet Information System was also configured in the system used for the
development and is required for the program to run. Using different sheet patterns enables segmentation of the
table into subnets. Accessed December 19th  Automatic importing of personal address book and call history.
Several "human body communication" technologies using the human body as a transmission medium have
been reported in the past. These files can be lost by fire outbreak or even flood or a water accident. We can say
that this concept is a standing example to that claim. Red Tacton Transceiver Transmitter receives the signals
from the interface. In Wi-Fi, there is no need of any physical connections. Again, the biggest hurdle will be
convincing consumers that the product is worth the premium that will be charged because it seems, on the
surface, to be so similar to technologies that are already available. NET controls to collect data. System Login
Form: This form lets the user submit login details to gain access into the system. Military Applications One
possible application is gun security. We will simply say that concerning all these issues that have been raised,
a solution to salvage the situation will be the development of an online repository and search engine RASE
which would be able to provide lasting solutions to all the associated problems and allow information to reach
everyone who checks the news page of the application and as such participation would definitely increase.
Transmitter and receiver electrodes are covered with insulating films. The data model focuses on what should
be stored in the database while the process model deals with how data is processed. Apart from this members
can search for an old class mate whom they have lost contact with and of course reunion would have been
made a lot easier.


